Why Weeds are Dangerous to Your Lawn and a Solution to All of Them
By Steve Charles Habib

Lawns are a living, breathing and
growing organism that many people
take for granted which if you leave your
lawn unattended, can lead to weeds and
diseases taking over and that is not a
pretty sight.

Lawn Care tips - Pest Control

Weeds can be dangerous as well as unattractive guests to your lawn
because they compete with the grass for water, nutrients, space and
light. There are many options to controlling the different kinds of
weeds. The most common weeds are called broadleaf weeds such
as dandelions, thistle and clover; lawn care services know to apply a
post-emergence herbicide, which will circle down to the root by way
of the broad leaves absorption, however, this does not prevent the
seeds of the weeds from germinating and re-entering the lawn.

A lawn care services company can help you with pest control and
maintenance when it comes to the creepy crawlers in your lawn.
You need to catch them outside, in your lawn before they become a
bigger, perhaps inside problem.

Proper irrigation, fertilization and mowing will help grass to grow
in quickly and prevent most weeds from growing. A lawn care
services company can help you develop a plan for weed control and
prevention so that you will have a beautiful, lush and healthy lawn.
A grassy weed, such as crabgrass is controlled during the spring
before it has time to germinate and germination occurs when the
soil reaches a temperature of 18.33⁰C. Although, hot and dry weather
encourages crabgrass to grow, a well maintained lawn which is
properly hydrated, mowed and fertilized will rarely sprout crabgrass.
Some diseases in and on the grass are caused by fungi. The best way
to keep fungi and diseases out of your lawn is to properly hydrate,
mow and fertilize your lawn.
Encouraging circulation on matted spots by raking over them, in
addition to coaxing out new growth, some seriously damaged areas
may require reseeding by a lawn care services company who knows
how to take care of this type of fungus.
Lots of wet weather encourages the growth of mushrooms and in
and of itself, mushrooms are not going to hurt your yard, so you can
mow right over them. However, if the mushrooms grow in a circle,
called a Fairy Ring, with the center being a dark green, then you have
trouble in your yard. This means that the mushrooms are fighting
for water and the grass within the ring will die. Moss and algae are
other problems caused by too much moisture or shade. A lawn care
services specialist can help you resolve these problems quickly and
help restore your lawn to a healthy, lush green.

The best way to find out if you have pests in your lawn is to look
carefully, be on the lookout for them as you walk around your
property. In the fall, look for grubs, they can do the most damage
to a lawn and they attack moles which do even more damage then
all the bugs combined. Be on the look out for moths when you walk
around or when you mow. Billbugs cross the driveway at night and
there are several other types of bugs that can harm your yard.

There are many different times of the year that is best for controlling
pests; it all depends on the type of pest and their age, if they are
mature or recently hatched. Some are best caught before they can
reproduce and lay more eggs.
Sometimes, dead, brown spots are not pet urine spots or caused by
drought but actually caused by grubs or other pests in the grass.
Grubs feed on grass roots and other plant roots causing them to die
because they have no roots to gather the nutrients and water with.
Some grub damage can be so severe that you can literally pick up
the lawn like a carpet because the grubs have eaten away all the
roots, leaving the grass.
Some bugs are good for the grass like butterflies and bees because
they eat or chase away the bugs we consider as pests. They are
nature’s natural pesticide and keep things in balance. However, there
are times when the scales are tipped in the wrong way and the grub
population is out numbering anything that will eat it. This is when
you may need a special pesticide and that’s when you should call a
professional lawn care services company.
If you are the do-it-yourselfer type, then use caution when
administering a pesticide on your lawn, read the directions carefully
and follow them to the letter. There are dosage recommendations
and application directions that need to be followed or your lawn
may end up looking worse than when you started out. To save
you time, stress and troubles, it’s best to allow a professional lawn
care services company to help you with the pest removal. They are
trained in spotting, removing and making your lawn healthy again.
Moles eat grubs which you are probably thinking is a good thing,
however, moles dig tunnels under your lawn and this ruins your
lawn; they leave big tuffs of lawn scattered everywhere and small
‘mountains’ where the grass should be flat. To rid your lawn of moles,
it’s best to call a professional pest control company. They have traps
that go in the ground and capture the small, but destructive little
creatures so you can restore your lawn to a healthy luster like it was
before the invasion of the moles.
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